
U.G –PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

 

Programme Outcome 

 

Description 

PO1:Critical Thinking Take informed actions after identifying the assumptions that 

frame our thinking and actions,checking out the degree to 

which these assumptions are accurate and valid, and looking at 

our ideas and decisions(intellectual,organizational,and personal) 

from different perspectives 

PO2:Effective 

Communication 

Speak,read,write and listen clearly in person and through 

electronic media in English and in one Indian Language, and 

make meaning of the world by connecting people,ideas, books, 

media and technology 

PO3:Effective 

Citizenship 

Demonstrate empathetic social concern and equity centered 

national development , and the ability to act with an informed 

awareness of issues and participate in civic life through 

volunteering. 

PO4:Environment And 

Sustainability 

Understand the issues of environmental contexts and 

sustainable development. 

PO5:Self-directed and 

Life –long Learning 

Acquire the ability to engage an idependent and life-long 

learning in the broadest context socio-technological changes. 

PO6:Social Interaction Elicit views of others,mediate disagreements  and help reach 

conclusions in group settings. 

PO7:Computational 

Thinking 

Understand data-based reasoning through translation of data 

into abstract concepts using computing technology-based tools. 

P08:Ethics Recognize different value systems including your 

own,understand the moral dimensions of your decisions, and 

accept responsibility for them. 

PO9:Problem Solving Identify and formulate problems,and integrate resources to 

reach  decisions,make recommendations or implement action 

plans. 

PO10:Global 

Perspective 

Understand the economic,social, and ecological connections 

that link the world’s nations and people. 
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PO1 :Resourcefulness Emerge as resourceful, socially responsive citizens and 

practice prudence in the sustainable use of resources. Identify 

potential resources and discover more possibilities to satisfy 

curiosity. 
PO2:Multidisciplinary 

Approach 
Approach different scientific disciplines with a 

multidimensional perspective to bring forth productive 

solutions to address scientific issues. Helps to develop deeper 

skills of evaluation as they learn a number of different logical 

and methodical approaches to deal with a variety of 

circumstances in real life. 
PO3:Lifelong Learning To keep pace with recent developments in the related field of 

science and technology. Recognize the need for, and have the 

preparation and ability to engage in independent and life-long 

learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
PO4:Effective 

Communication 
To develop the ability to communicate effectively beyond 

one’s peers to common people. It builds a rapport to 

understand the wider problems of the society and informed 

decision-making at all levels, from government to 

communities to individuals. 
PO5:Critical Thinking Opportunities to engage students in critique, and discursive 

reasoning. Enables one to analyze, evaluate, explain, and 

restructure thinking scientifically. Students develop a deep 

understanding of the concepts and competencies required to 

succeed in science. 
PO6:Subject 

Knowledge 
To encourage deep learning as an essential tool to discover 

pragmatic solutions in real life situations. Scientific 

knowledge enables the development of new technologies, 

solutions for practical problems, and better decision making 

capabilities. 
PO7:Social 

Consciousness 

 Help the public to understand the potential of science to 

enhance personal and societal life. Integration of scientific 

research with the sustainable use of resources. 


